AUTOMATIC PASSENGER COUNTING, SCHEDULE & PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS, ITS INNOVATION.

For : Buses, Trains, Trams, Subways, Railway or Bus Stations and Buildings
Since 1993, Infodev creates, manufactures and installs Automatic Passenger Counting Systems for buses, trains, trams, subways, stations and buildings. A complete system using a unique ingenious bolt-on design with an innovative accuracy validation process is in operation for years at major public transits worldwide. This field proven system delivers exceptional accuracy, is easily installed and requires very low maintenance.

Our real-time APPS, WEB APC and Trip Schedule Analysis tools provide you tomorrow’s reporting information. This data will help improve transit user satisfaction, optimize your costs and ROI, refine schedule and network, as well as prevent fraud; all in a context of a sustainable planet.

We would be pleased to advise you on our intelligent transport products and turn-key solutions for smart cities.

“97.5% to 99.5% Accuracy from Pure Counting Data in an Uncontrolled Transit Environment”
Since 1993, Infodev creates, manufactures and installs Automatic Passenger Counting Systems for buses, trains, trams, subways, stations and buildings. A complete system using a unique ingenious bolt-on design with an innovative accuracy validation process is in operation for years at major public transits worldwide. This field proven system delivers exceptional accuracy, is easily installed and requires very low maintenance.

Our real-time APPS, WEB APC and Trip Schedule Analysis tools provide you tomorrow's reporting information. This data will help improve transit user satisfaction, optimize your costs and ROI, refine schedule and network, as well as prevent fraud; all in a context of a sustainable planet.

We would be pleased to advise you on our intelligent transport products and turn-key solutions for smart cities.

Watch the video of this innovative real time occupancy project: [www.infodev.ca/future](http://www.infodev.ca/future)
«The key to our success has been the incredibly talented design staff of Infodev and the unlimited cooperation and dedication they show in addressing issues and delivering products that are robust, efficient, reliable and meet our needs. This applies to both custom manufactured hardware and the various software applications, which are extensive.»

Keith D. Martin
Director of Operations
Winnipeg Transit

Infodev is proud to have been a key contributor to Winnipeg Transit’s success in winning a «National Exceptional Performance and Outstanding Achievement Award». 
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